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Learning from our experience in dual 
degrees with European Universities

� Bologna process and dual degrees : developing 
dual degrees with European partners has been easy 
ever since we have developed the same format for 
our Master’s Programs (M)

� What profs in charge of the programme on both 
sides must decide (courses, seminars, internship)

� Problems we had to solve (fees, defining students’
mobility, common boards of selection and 
examination)

� European fundings can be optional !

Developing similar models with North-
American institutions

� Where to begin :
� identify a partner university with a Master’s 

programme similar or close to one of the Masters 
offered at your institution, then approach your profs

� Or get approached by one of your profs to work on a 
dual degree with one of his colleagues in a partner 
university (even if you’re not yet partners)

� get your profs to work with profs at the partner 
university (organise working visits)
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Developing similar models with North-
American institutions (2)

� Reluctance on the North American side
� Profs says Master’s program must be completed at the home 

institution only
� Students would lose by going to Europe
� Format of some Master’s program in Canada or the US (1 yr only)

� How to overcome their resistance
� Send one of your profs to partner institution to work with one of 

colleagues + to teach for a few hours “over there” (travel grant)

� Things to discuss at the registrar’s office
� Credit reciprocity and credit recognition clause
� ECTS vs CREDITS !
� Fees = waiving or not waiving (keeping a balance of students between 

the two institutions) 

Financial support to support your
transatlantic dual degrees

� EU/Canada - Transatlantic Exchange Partnership (TEP) or Transatlantic Degree
Partnership (TDP) 

Funds joint study and training programmes + dual degrees . 
Grants for students and members of the academic staff.
Call for proposal ends on March 31st.
Between 5 to 7 new dual degrees Master’s programmes supported every year for 4 
years. (non renewable)
Each project must have one lead institution in the EU and one lead institution in 
Canada + others

� EU/USA
Same idea but suspended in 2011

� eMUNDUS
At least 3 European higher education institutions + a couple of other 
universities
Students have to study in at least two institutions. 
Award of a recognised double, joint or multiple degree . 
Mobility grants for profs and students

From dual degrees at the Master’s level
to dual phDs (co-tutelles)

� Main obstacles to joint phDs in North American 
universities (except Mexican Universities) 

� Prospective students must complete the doctoral seminars in 
year 1 (“comprehensives”) of the phD programme.

� New tendency = asking bright students to skip the Master’s 
programme altogether (hopeless!)

� Differences to be solved or levelled by dual Master ’s + phD
programs

� - In Europe (France) our Master’s programmes = 2 years 
(heavy load of seminars + major dissertation for all)

� Selection for phDs already done in the second semester of year 
2 (including application for some phD grants).

� Speeding up the process for bright students between Master’s 
and phD programs

� developing joint research between profs and labs
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Thanks for your attention!

www.univ-nantes.fr


